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A HYORODYNAMICAL ANALYSIS OF FIZEAU'S EXPERIMENT
WITH FLOWING WATER

by: HAROLD WILLIS MILNES,
3101 2oth street,
Lubbock, TX 79410.

1. Introduction.
In 1859 M. H. F1zeau [1] reported the resuJts of an experiment he had
performed involving the convection of light waves by moving water. The experiment
purported to verify a conjecture made earlier by A. DeFresnel, an mt1mate friend of
Fizeau's incidentally, that there would not be a completely additive effect bt.~twe{~n a
movmg medium and light convected by it, but that there would be only a partial effect
and that the two velocities would combine accordmg to a formula he hypothesized.
Th1s formula is given as (l.t) below.
Unfcrtunately for science, Fizeau failed to analyse the hydrodynamics of
the fluid moving in his apparatus and this has never been undertaken by anyone smce
m the mtervening century and a quarter. He jumped to a rash conclusion that the flow
m h1~ experimental equipment was at constant velocity. He made a grave error, one
almost 1mmedtately apparent to a hydrodynamicist, that is, but one which it seem~
was not only not apparent to htmself but has been overlooked now by several
generatton5 of scientists since, who have simply gone on acceptmg Fizeau's
conclusions without carefully examining the analysis on which he based them. Fizeau's
apparatus mvolved the motton of a fluid, water, along the length of certain pipes, the
ends of whiCh he had blocked, admitting the water to them from lateraliy placed
ortftces and allowing it to eflux in the same way. It is simply untrue that under these
conditwns the flow velocity along the axis of the tubes could possibly be constant a5
he assumed 1t to be. In this paper we have analysed that flow in accordance wtth tht•
princtples of hydrodynamics, a quite difficult problem to undertake, and have
discovered that not only was Fizeau's assuption false but that the discrepancy is large,
unambiguously demonstrating that he could not have verified DeFresnel's relatwnship
in any way. The mistake has been a disastrous one for science and the unfortumate
consequences of it far reaching. We shall not endeavour here, however, to touch upon
the major revision in the fundamentals of physics that is now demanded.
It is essential to know the details regarding the construction of the piece
of equtpment which Fizeau employed in his experimentation. We give a verbattm
quotation from his paper relative to this:

Je va.U tn~Untf.ncutt in.ct.iqua~t .la d.<Apo-6-i.t.ion du tu.be.-6, et de. .l 'a.ppa~r.e.U dut.in~ 4 mt.ttJLe .t' e.au en mouvemtnt.
Le-6 dewc tubu, juK.tapo-6t-6, tta.ient 6vunu 4 c.haque. ext~r.tm.<.tt pall
une. -be.u.le. g.lac.e, 0-<.xte avec. de .la gormte .laque, dan.6 une po..t>.it.ion bien
pe.lr.pe.nd..i.c.ula-Ur.e. d .la d.i)[e.c.t..i..on c.ommu.ne. P)[U de. c.haque. e.x.t1r.~..i..t~, un
e.mbllauc.he.ment 6O)[mant un c.oude alr.Jtond..i.., ttabl.W-6ait une c.orrrnun..i..c.a.t..i..on avec. un
tube. pl.UA .la)[ge. p.longea.nt au 6ond d' un 6lac.on; ..i..l y a.va..i..t pall c.on..t>~que.nt
quat1r.e 6lac.oYl-6, en c.ammun..i..c.at..i..on avec. .le-6 qua~e e.x~tm..i..tt..t> de..t> deux tube..t>.
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We g1ve a translation into EngJish of F1zeau's description:

ment o6 the

1 ~hail now ~dicate how the tub~ we~e laid out,
appa~atu4 intended to put the wate~ into motion.
The. two tube.--6, br juxtapo--6-i..t.i..on,

we~e.

and the

clo4ed at each

a~~ange

ex~em.Lty

w.i.th a .Mngle piec.e o6 gla.-64, held .in place. w.i..th gum lac.quu, bt a po.6it.i.on
p~e.c.i.-6ely

pe~pend.i.cula~

to the.i.~ common dbr.e.ction. Ne.a~ each ext~em.i.ty, a
b~anch ~ the 6oJtm o6 a ~ounded elbow e4tabl.i.~hed a c.onrnu.n.i.c.auon w.ith a
la~ge~ tube that plunged to the. bottom o6 a 6l~k; the~e we~e, con~equently,
6ou~ 6la4k4 ~ commun.i.cat.i.on with the 6ou~ ext~emit.i.~ o6 the. ~o tube4.

F•zeau gave little further description of h1s apparatus, apart from the
diameter of h1s tubes, and presented no d1agram ilJustrating them. This all points out,
incidentally, how little importance he attached to the configuratton of hts
equipment and what effect that had on the flow velocities of fluids. Indeed, nowht>re
throughout the balance of h1s expenmental report does he give any attention whatever
to the uwv1tabte changes in this vt·locJty whJch the key words: the ~o tube.4 •••
Welte. clo,~ed at e.ach e.x~e..rn.i..ty by a . . • piece o6 g£444 imply. At those
extremities, certainly and absolutely, the axial component of the flow wa~ zero as
those powts are stagnation points. It is equally inevitable that the flow velocity was a
continuous backward progression until the maximum speed was achteved at the
midpoints of the tube. The analysis was performed by Ftzeau on the hydrodynamically
impossible assumption that the flow pattern was everywhere uniform and parallel to
the axial direction of h1s pipes; also he presumed that the axial speed of flow was a
constant, equal to the maximum value achieved at the midsection, which 'he had to
enhance further by a factor of 1.15 to compensate for some presumed difference
occasioned by the vtscous drag at the glass, but by no compensation whatever made
for the end effects which were occasioned by the blocked ends of the pipes where the
viewing ports were located. Without the factor of 1.15, the experimentally observed
fringe displacements significantly exceeded what DeFresnel's formula predicted
already, and, if the essential aHowance for the end-effect on the axial component of
velocity had been veraciously included into the distribution of velocities along the
axes of the pipes, as it should have been, the results of the experiment would have
already been in disagreement with what DeFresneJ's formula predicted. We do not
w1sh to imply thttt the consequence wa5 contrived to assist a friend but 1t has been
unquestionably biased towards a credited preconclusion. In fact, the hypothesis of De
Fresnel, if the data were equaJly biased towards a negative conclusion instead, would
be counterindicated and have gone down under it, even without the result of any
analysis we present here.
The formula tn question is:
V

=c

+ (1 - n- 2 )v

(1.1)

n
where V 1s the velocity of the convected light, c is the vacuo velocity of light, n is
the refractive index and v is the velocity of the moving medium, all reference (as
Fizeau htmseJf has recognized in his paper) being to the frame of the aether sea,
where it was presumed it was at rest in space, undisturbed by the local dragging
effect by the moving, transmitting medium which DeFresneJ had hypothesized. We
observe, however, that Fizeau used the vaJue of v = 7.0.59 m/sec referenced to his
laboratory walls, rather than to the aether-sea-at-rest, thereby ignoring the motion
of those waJJs with the Earth in its orbit as it traversed that sea. Were the formula
correct, then he should have detected a variation in his fringes on an annual basis due
to the Earth's motion at the considerably greater velocity of at least 29800 m/sec, as
it was attempted much later on by Michelson &. Morley, who failed to find any
ev1denc:e of a mot1on relative to the presumed aether-sea-at-rest. The formula ( 1.1)
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Figure 1.
ts not mvanant m the GaJJiean ~ense of F1zeau's and Defresncl's t1me~ and th1s ought
to have bt.•en recognized and the formula rejected already as aphysiCal by them; but
1t wa~ not, and has not been smce; (2].
Though Ftzeau makes tt qu1te clear that the ends of h1s water tubes
were blocked by the glass v1ewmg ports, the meanmg of the b.lf.anch -in the ~oJtm o6 a
I[Ounded elbow or how he actuaJly ducted the flowing water to and from the fJa~ks ts
far from precisely descnbt•d and nught admit of many interpretations. The clue to
what was meant was provtded by Mtehelson and Morley who redtd the experiment m
1886 [3], some 27 year!:. later, slavishly copying the principles of the ongmal; slavishly
copymg F1zeau's error~ of analysis and inattention to essential detaJJs of the
hydrodynamics, as welJ, while making some additional errors of their own as will be
seen later along in this paper. An engineering drawing is provided by the latter
experimenters, figure 1, and we see that the water entered and exited the main tubes
through Y-branches that were carried around the viewing ports in a large rounded arch
before rejoining one another to be led off to the supply lines. The axis of the tubes
corresponded to the light path and the symmetry of the configuration minimized
lateral convections of the light.
Other pertinent details are left out of Ftzeau's description, most notably
the pomt at which the lateral branches of the Y were taken off the main tube.
Michelson and Morley show them close to the ends, leaving some short distance
between their outermost edges and the viewing ports so that th1s short distance was
not m the principal flow line and undoubtedly backflows and eddies occurred there.
Also lackmg is the angle at which the branches of the Y's came off the main pipe.
Thts is an all critical matter from a hydrodynamical point of view but it was probably
arbitrarily determined by the glassblower when he constructed the piece of equipment.
It is a well known fact hydrodynamically that here the fluid's velocit'y increases
enormously and that most of the flow takes place close to the corner. In our
subsequent analysis there has been no choice except to assign a value to this angle.
We have also taken the Y-branches off directly at the very ends of the main tubes, as
indicated in figure 2, since that position would be the most suitable to accord with
the experimenters' assumption that the axial flow was constant everywhere along the
light path. We have assigned the value of 30° to the angle at D as that is the angle
of most standard pipe fittings, as were probably used by Michelson & Morley.
In crossection through the main axis and the axes of the lateral
branches, only a quadrant is shown in figure 2 with the pertinent dimensions as
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Figure 2.
indiCated. Thf' le~tere..l branch has been truncated .459 em off the mam tube before
truncating it normally, as engineering judgement would indicate that beyond that
distance differences in the flow pattern are unlikely to alter the velocities in the
main tube very much. The diameter of the main tubes was given by Fizeau as 5.3 mm
but no dimensions are given for the Y-branches. One might conjecture, if any thought
were given to the matter at aU, that they were chosen so that the sum of the
crossectionaJ area of the mdin pipe equaJled the sum of the crossectionaJ areas of the
two Jater<;d branches, in the mistaken belief that wouJd keep the flow velocity
uruform; i.e.,
211 r

2

= n ( • 265) 2

( 1. 2)

or that the1r radii were r = .265.;/2 = .187; otherwise aJready the flow velocity cannot
be constant. However, even then, in the crossection of the main axis and the axes of
the lateraJ branches where the flow is necessarily laminar, and which was traversed by
the ray of light, this necessarily implies that the flow velocity there was faster in the
¥-branches than at the midsection - reflecting merely that the constancy of flow was
an impossible assumption. On scaling the engineering drawing of the crossectJOn of
Michelson & Morley's apparatus, we find, to the contrary, that in their equipment the
lateral Y-'s were bigger than the main tube, implying a diminution of velocities in
them. AU thts inattention to significant matters betrays the simple fact that none of
the distinguished investigators knew what he wa·s about from a hydrodynamical point
of view. None of them relaized that this change of speed reflects itseJf continuously
down the length of the main pipe and that the results of their experimentation are
already questionable. In order to get something that could be considered at all
compatible with the presumed constancy of flow conjecture, in the crossectional plane
where the hght passed, we have had to take CD = .265 there too. ThJs difficulty is
not of our makmg but is the consequence already of the impossible and
self-contradictory error made by the experimentaJists. We are simply here trying to
accord with what is bad, as much as possible, though ultimately proving how false
was this supposition subsequently, in despite of what we do now attempting to work
around it. When one is given an impossible set of conditions to begin with there is
nothing one can do about them except try to handle the problem as reasonably as we
can; otherwise nothmg can be achieved at aU With this problem and the entire
endeavour of F1zeau would have to be scrapped as worthless.
The velocity of the flowing water was deduced by timing how long it
took for ! litre to pass through the tubes and then dividing by the crossectionaJ area
of the tubes. It was found to be 705.9 em/sec, which value we take to be that at the
mid-points of the tubes and try to take it so at the influx and eflux oriftces
(approprictely signed). We here ignore the correction factor of 1.15 until the end of
the analysis, for all that does is multiply the final result by the amount, which turns
out not to have any significant effect on the outcome.
The term 'tube' implies that the pipes were round, though F1zeau
neglects to confirm even this detail. No one but someone inexperienced with the
difficulties of hydrodynamicaJ analysis would consider designing a piece of equipment
in such a way that it unnecessarily leads to a 3-dimensional problem for determining
the flow potentials. A reflective expenmenter, aware of such horrible complexity and
consequent m.:tthematJcal difficulty would avotd it by at Jeast usmg some square pipes,
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thereby rt·ducmg the problem to one of 2-danensions, instead. This was not done,
nor wets It done by Mtchelson &. Morley in their redo or by Zeeman, none of whom had
the least tdea of whctt the flows actually were in their apparatuses, either. We can,
however, get around the difficulty presented to us here by noting that the flows
necessarily remam planar in those planes that are parallel to the crossect10n through
the axis of the main pipe and the axes of the four Y-branches. The flow is then
laminar in them and since the light traversed the main axis, we are concerned then
only with that crossectional plane, as illustrated, in which the problem then reduces to
one of 2-dirnensions. Also, we reaJly only need to know the speed of flow along the
mam axis. From the symrnt:try of the configuration we know there is no flow across
the mam axis so the problem reduces to one in a single quadrant, the solution in the
other quadrants differing from that in one merely by some obvious sign changes. This
is difficult enough to handle due to the extreme ratio between length to width of the
m.:un tubes. A direct numerical solution of the consequent problem of potential we
have not had much success in attempting because of this and have had to go a
different route involvmg a partial analytic treatment before going to a numencaJ
evaluation.
2. The Problem Stated As One Of Neumann Type.

Let <p = <p(x,y) denote the flow potential in the quarter sectton, where the
coordinates have been selected as indtcated in figure 3, the dimensiOns bemg already
g1ven m figure 2. The flow velocity is then the directional derivatiVe of cp m whatever
direction is chosen. Across the boundaries OA, AB, CD and DE there is no flow
because they are either containing waJis or because of the symmetry of the flow
pattern. Across OE the water enters with the positive velocity +705.9 cn•/sec, and
Jt flows out agam at the negative velocity -705.9 em/sec across BC, as gtven by
F1zeau. The flow potenttal is then the harmonic function interior to the region whtch
tends to the specified values of the normal derivatives from there at the boundaries.
The mathentatical problem is concisely stated as:
6 2 q;

=0

for

interior to OABCDE,

(2.1)

=0

on OA,

~ =

= 70.5. 9

on BC,

where n is the outward normal parallel to the
direction a;

~

=0

on CD,

where m is the outward normal
to the direction o,;

~

=0

on DE,

~

~

ay
~

an

em

ay

ax

=

0

on AS,

perpendicular

70.5.9 on EO.

ax

(The sign reversal of the influx and efflux velocities is due to the directional
derivatives of <p being alway~ taken from the interior on the outward directed
normals.)
The problem can be solved in many ways but regrettably 1t has no known
analytic closed-form solution, something Fizeau might have had at hts disposal had he
designed his apparatus to conform to one. It is, for example, possible In theory to

2!l

ax

~ = 0 c ~...E-------~-Y_=_o_<<:·_....c___a_m..,.o~/.,_ ~n

ly

= 705.91 ___
>__

0

------->>---2!lay -

0

Figure 3.
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o
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X
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obtam an analytiC solution by the method of Schwarz-Christoffel conformal mapping,
but after con!)Jderable effort expended attempting th1~ approach the author found
that the mvolvements proved too great. We have, therefore, gone to a numerical
treatment. The Neumann problem could be directly handled [4], but it is far ea~ier
to convert the problem to one of Dirichlet type first and then solve a corresponding
probl(>m nurnencally m that form.

3. Conversion To A Problem Of Dirichlet Type.
The conven,ion of a problem of 1'\eumann type such as th1s is, to one of
Dirichlet typt· 1s a well known procedure, amply described in [51 where it is fully
justified. Wt.• rwed only outline the technique as it applies to the present problem.
The foJlowmg conventions and notations will be employed:
a) s shaH denote the distance measured from 0 counterdockwise around the boundary
contour C = OABCDEO of figures 2, 3;
b) s shall denote a unit vector in the direction of increasing s taken at any point of C;
c) n ~haJJ denote a unit outward directed normal at the same point a~ s;
d) (u, v) = I u 1·1 vI cos e is the inner product of u WJth v where the angle e is the
angle measured counterclockwise from the positive direction of u to the positive
direction of v;
e) \l; = \jJ(x, y) shall denote the complex conjugate function of q>, defined in the
interior of C. Thus, 6~ = 0 and cp + i \jJ is an analytic function of the complex
variable z = x + iy, the existence of which is assured by known mathematical
theorem~.

Thus:
~ = (s, x) ~+ ( s' y) ~,
as
ax
ay

~ = (s, x) ~+ (s, y) ~
ay
ax
as

~ = (n, x) ~+ (n, y) ~,
ax
ay
an

~
an

= (n,

(3. 1)

x) ~+ (n, y) ~
ay
ax

where here x, y are unit vectors directed with the x- and y-axes, respectively.
By the Cauchy-R1emann conditions:
~=~

ax

~ = -~

and

ay

ay

(3. 2)

ax

We note that for an arbitrary, simply-connected contour, as in figure 4, the following
relations hold:
(s, x) = - (n, y),

so that from (3.2, .3), equations (3.1)

(s, y) = (n, x)
tran~form

Figure 4.

into:

(3. 3)
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=-

£p
as

( n, y)

a~

-

( n, x)

ay

~ =
an

( s' y)

a~

=-

ax

a~ +

( s, x) d\jl
ax

ay

=

a~

(3. 4)

an
a~

as

The second equat1on of (3.4) is integrated from 0 around C and gives:
(P) = Jp ~ d5
0 an
where P 1s any point on C. Th1s leads to the Dirichlet problem:

(3.5)

lj;

6~

\II
\II
lj;

\II

mter ior to C;

=0

=0
= 705.9 (s
= 187.06
= 705.9 y

(3.6)

on OA and AB;

- 74.615)

on BC;
on CD and DE;
on EO.

The D1nchlet problem i5 then that illustrated in f1gures 5 and 2.
In the onginal problem we needed to know the velocity of flow along the
X-ilX15 or aq>(x, 0)/ds. By (3.4) thiS IS the 5arTit' m.:

= ~(x,

- <!_t(x, 0)

5inc:e n

IS

0)

an
ay
outward directed.
It is very dear already that A is a stagnation pomt,
~(A)

= ~(74.35,

ay
as
while the limit ~P) = ~A)
P"'A
an AB

an

ax

.26~y~)

= 0.

(3. 7)

5tncr~

=0

there:
(3.8)

Sirntlarly the y-component of the velc•cJty at 0 is

zero smce it equals Clll/ax = 0 along OA. Thus, the axial component of the velocity of
the fluid is v = 705.9 cm/5ec at 0 and it is zero at A, and mu5t change in value
b{·tween these extremes in some way aJong OA that it is the objective of this
investigation to determine. It is definitely not the constant value assumed by Fizeau
and the other experimentalists, as can already be seen analyticaJ1y, wtthout gomg any
further than th1s.
4. The Reason For Rejection Of Fizeau's Solution And The Selection Of The Basis
Functions.
Fizeau, as well as the other distmguished experimentalists, as5umed the
flow m the main tubes was constant everywhere over their entire length, from one
viewir.g port to the other. MathematicaJly th1s corresponds to assuming that the
solut10n function of the Dirichlet problem is given by the simple form:

1!1* = 705.9 y

( 4. 1)

187.06
,.E_ _ _ _ _ _ _1_s_1._o_6_ _ _ _ _ _ _

705.9y

!_____
0

-----------O

Figure 5.

c

G/\- 1o5. 9( s· 74.615 >
~
180
A
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whiCh, for the r(~g1on under consideration, sattsfie5 the boundary conditions illustrated
in f1gure 6·. Although ljJ* rlldtches ljJ on OA, DE and EO, It fails to do so anywhere

c

,..E_ _ _ _ _ _ _~_s_7_.06
_ _ _ _ _ _ _7....
W~~5.9y

~~

~

~_ 1~9y

1----------------------C

0

A

-

Figure 6.
else, most particularly on the h1ghly important segment AB. On BC, moreover, the
flux rate aljJ/().n = aljJ*/as = 705.9 x 13/2 so the amount of fluid exiting not only does
not evt'n come near what is caJJed for, but does not equal the amount of fluid
entermg the tube across the midsection. Th1s is perfect nonsense from a physical point
of view and the analysis made by the distinguished experimentalists has no relation to
reality. On AB, altP"/as = 705.9 -;. 0 and their solution there demands continuance of
flow right through the glass plate Fizeau placed in the way of it. It is hard to believe
that such a poor analysis could be given more than a single minute's consideration,
and if it did not have the dignity of a great name behmd it, it would have been
rejected outright by a referee of the paper for containing such an obvtous
error, immediately, as it should be. There is just no question that (kp/an = 0 along AB
as that is a containing wall for the flow.
Thts harmonic function ~* = ljJ*(x,y) whKh the experimenters used
represents a doublet with the positive and negative poles located at + 00 and -a> out on
the y-ax1s. It corresponds to a uniform flow in an infinitely long pipe, as Illustrated m
f1gur~ 7, ignonng not onl)' the bJockmg plate but the efflux and intake onfJCes, too.

----o-======~-~===============-~A~~=============:'---~
Figure 7.
What should have been used was a quardipole with the axes of symmetry selected to
he along OA and AB. For aJl such functions, the flux always turns the corner at
nght-angle~ at OAB, figure 8. The true solutiOn can be built up by the R1tzian pro• +

'\

' ' ... ... __
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•
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I

Figure 8.
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C{·dure as a lnwor combmat10n of tho~e- functton~, to any degree of approximation, or
expanded m term.., of then• tnto a convergent power senes. Th1s IS the procedure we
shaJJ foHow here, though we do not employ a series development, but employ merely
a fmite numb~·r of these functtOns as a fsnite linear combination, since th1s is a
numencaJ procedure.
We first dJstmguish a funct10n \V,Q which corresponds to a quadnpole m
which tht~ poles have all retreated to mfinity and it is therefore anaJyttc everywhere
in any fmite region of the plane. It is essential to include thts funcion m the space of
quadripoles bemg considered and it is, moreover, an exceJlent first approxunat1on to
the desired solut10n. The function is given by

\IJQ(X, y) =

187.06
sinh(!!.• y
sinh(.:!!· • 265 )
2 74.35
2 74.35

= 3.34ll339xl0 4

)COS(1J..•_X_)

(4.2)

2 74.35

sinh (.021127052 y)cos(.021127052 x)

We observe that thts funct10n already satisfies the conditions:

'll0(x, 0) = 0

along OA;

.265) = 187.06
0
~' 0 (74.35, y) = 0
1t1 ( 0, y) ~
187. 06 y
0

atE;

~~ (0,

for 0 S y ~ .265 along AB;
along OE;

.265

the last approximation bemg due to the fact that when v Js small, smh v ;.;: v. The
accuracy of this approximation is here correct to 10 sJgnificunt fq!,ur~·~. Thus, 410
form'> an exceJJent f1rst approximation to the desired solution. Mor€·over, the line of
constant potenttal through E:
~o< x, y >

= 18 7. o6

<4 • 3 >

passes close to the boundary line DE and goes above C so that a line of quadripoles
along EDC wiU, on physical grounds, push thts line towards the desired position EDC,
a1cng which the specified boundary condition l\J = 187.06 is one of constant potential.
The potential of a monopole. in 2-dimensions is given by the function:
1og

.!.

= 1og

= - t 1og [ ( x -~ )2 + ( y -n ) 2

1

]

(

4•4 )

r

where r 1s the distance from the pole (£;. n) to the regular field point (x, y).
In the context of the original Neumann problem, the poles Q = (~, n )
of a quadnpole correspond to sources and sinks, at which points the fluid enters the
plane or flows out of it. In the context of the associated D1r ichlet problem these
points are generaJly taken to represent unit charges of positive polarity at (~, n ), (-~,
-li and negative polarity at (E;, -n) and (-E;, n). Consequently the potential of a
quadripole reflected across the x-axis and the line x = OA is seen to be:
'!'=:ljl(x, y;~, n) =-~Jog{ (x-E;)2 + (y-nP. (x-20\+E) 3 + (y+nP}
(x- ~)Z +

(y+nP

(4.5)

( x-D'\+~) z + ( y-nP

This is seen to vanish along y = 0 and x = OA. For a constant c, to be determmed
later on and termed the strength of the quadripole, and any ch01ce of ( E, ;'
outside
the region bounded by C , we have a function

ny

lP

= \)• (x, y; ~j'

T1j)

=c

'l'(x, y;~j,Tlj)

(4.6}

wh1r.h '" harmonic in OABCDE, vanishes along OA and AB, but has differ€·nt values on
the rt·~t of C accordmg to the position chosen for (j and flj· Any ltnear cornbmat10n of
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(4. 7)

is also a harmonic function interior to C with the same properties, as would be a
convergent series of the same.
.
We nldy then select the weights .ai and the poles in such a way as to
sattsfy the boundary condittons on the rematnmg portwns of the boundary which
F1zeau's apparatus has prescribed, to whatever degree of approximation is possible for
a given N; or if a series solution were beir.g considered, so as to obtain an exact
sol ut10n of the boundary value problem. Th1s is merely a numerical adaptation of the
R 1tzian procedure. We write, therefore,
.
l!J ~ - a 0 W + L;a j \j; j
(4•8)
betr.g as~ured by the properties of harmonic functions that the approximation will have
its maximum deviation at the boundaries of the region. Thts is then the basis for our
following pron·ss.

5. The Nurnencal Solution.
The nurnc-ncal method is fairly standard and amounts to httle n.ore than
of Gr~·en's analytical solution of the Dirichlet problem. The poles (E::j,
n j I j :: 1, 2, ... , N) can be chosen at will and we do so makmg the 1)1 j 's simulate ttie
fundamental s1ngulanty of the Green's function. In the analytic approach these
smguJanties are placed right on the bounding contour and then integrated over. Thts
is, of course, impossible numericaJly; instead we have to place the poles slightly
outstde C at '->uch a distanc~·. that numerical values do not overflow the capactty of
the con.puter.
It turns out that we do not have to be concerned about the conditions on
OE as they are satisfied already by \jJ 0 the vaJues of whtch are not troublesomeJ}
interfered with by the corrections induced by the \jJ i' j ~ 1. We aJso did not trouble
about the linearity of the boundary conditions aJong BC, and did not make any effort
to match tr.em there for the reason that such linearity does not correspond to the
physical sitcation involved, to begin with; we simply Jet them fall where they will
after the solution has been determined to satisfy the conditions at the bounding
contours CD and DE.
An adequate solution has been obtained with ten quadripoles Jocated at
equally spaced mtervals slightly above ED at a distance equal to .001 en •. Another
ftve equally -.paced quadnpoles were also placed just above the short segment DC, so
that n - y = .OOJ for }' directly below n on DC. The positiOning of the E,: 's Wlll be
discussed in §7. F1gure 9 shows the approximate p~sitions of the poles.
, _
PoJr:ts were then selected (xi, Yi I 1 = 0, l, ••• 15) along EDL and the
weighb, Cij so determined that (4.8) would match the prescribed conditiOns there, as
deternHned by the system of 16 !inear simultaneous equatiOns:
a

d1scr~·ttzatwn

aol!Jo(xCP Yo> +I~ a jl!Jj(x 01 y 0; E::j , nj> = 187.06

(5. 1)

aol!Jo(x 1' y 1> +I~ a jWj(x 1,y 1; E::j , nj> = 187.06
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Th1s

JS

equivalent to a mdtnx, vector equat10n of dimension 16:

M a = v,

M

= (mi,j)

(5.2)

where a = [ao, ah ••• ,aN], v = 187.06 [1, 1, ••• , 1] and mi 1 =ljJo(xi, Yi), m 1 j+l = wj<xi,
Yi; E;, i' n j), j > 0. Of course, a larger value of N would be possible but N ; 15 proved
to be satisfactory for the purposes of thts paper, as determined expenmentally on the
con1puter. TheoreticaJly a larg£>r N should give a better approximation but there is a
limtt on the accuracy of the numerical solution that can be achieved for thiS rather ill
conditiOned problem and a trade-off comprorruse must be made when trymg to hold
significance in the computations.
The various elements of the matrix are computed from either (4.2) or
(4.5, 6) and once thts is done, the system of 16 simultaneous linear equations of (5.1,
.2) may be solved, using standard Gaussian elimination. We discuss the scaling
difficulties that are encountered in §7 below.
Thus, the problem has been rt•duced to one of stmply solving a
moderately large system of s1muJtaneous linear equations.

6. Solution For The Axial Flow Rates.
The axial flow rate in F1zeau's water tubes is what we are concerned
about. This is given by 'dc.p/'dx, of course. From (3.4) with s = x, n = y, we have:
ac.p

ax

I

y=O

= - a~ I
ay

y=O

= - [ ao

awo

ay

+

I~a i

aw i J
ay

I

<6. 1 >

y=O

Now, from (4.2, .6) follows:
awol
a
y=O
Y

= 3.341J339x10 4 x.021127052 cosh(O).cos
= 7.0588136x10 2 cos (.021127052 x)

(.021127052 x)
(6.2)

wh1le

awj I
:.'y

y=O

= 2cn [

1

-

( x- t;, j )2 + n j 7.

J

1
(

x- 20\+ t;, j )2 + n j

(6.3)

2

so that once the wetghts havt· been determined, the axial velociity distnbutJOn of the
flu1d follows fa1r ly directly, from evaluation of (6.1, .2, .3).
7. Notes On The Numerical

Handlin~

Of The Problem.

Obtainin~ meaningful computational results for this problem ts quJte
dlffJCult and its solution demands much of a numerical analyst's sk11l who attempts it.
The rt•ason for it is mherent in the design of F1zeau's apparatus. Thts rapidly
evidences itself as poor. Consider the analo~y of trying to analvse the spatter of fluid
from a garden hose sprayed against a waJJ, that spray contained by some sh1eld
surrounding 1t. Perhaps spraying the jet from the nozzle into the bottom of a small tin
can would justly represent what is taking place. When the high speed jet of Ftzeau's
moving water encounters the glass plate impeding its forward
progre~s,
it
rebounds from it, splashes back and then somehow is forced out of the JateraJ
branches of the tubes, driven out by the rush of more fluid shot into the same general
region. Past the point D where the lateral branches begin to come off, the end effect~
begir. to evidence themselves and aJJ turns to chaos. The author has been unable to
obtain meaningful results in this region. It would seem that Ftzeau has pushed the
speed of flow to a critical point just before hts fringes must have evidenced
instabilities. Thi~ was occasioned, unbeknownst to him, undoubtedly, by a chain of
eddies forming on the main axis and extending one behmd the other back perhap~ a~
far as a quarter of the total length of the pipes. It is usually so that when a physical
system approaches a state of instability, so do the equatiOns modelmg 1t, as is the
case here. We have discovered this, and can do nothmg better w1th 1t than w~ h<iVt'
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so thar we n•dke no attenipl to present meanu~gful numencal re~uh~ beyond the data
pre!:»er.ted belc•\\· w §8. It will be noted that that data stops somewhat short of the
end!:> of the pipe~ at ~ 70 em. Much past this point the chaos of turbulc:-nce sets in
and Jt ~~ not to be believed that anyone can get anything out of a numerical attempt
at anal~'>ts; nor is it to be believed that the flows there are at the con~tant rateda!med for them by the distinguished expc:-rimentahsh, who realized nothmg of this
condition in their rather obvious ignorance of what was takmg place hydrodynamicaUy
at the bJockec ends of the tubes. We have encountered eddies and backflows at
phenomtnal velocities, whirhng vortices that form in front of the viewing ports occasioned by the n1inutest variations in conditwns in front of them.
However, thts area is but a short segment of the overaJl length, ~ 3.5
em, of the p1pt:. and unless the bacl<flow velocities there exceed 100 times the forward
velocittes of flow (which may occur under suitable circumstances) their influence on
the overo.ll velocity of fJow in the other 70 em of the tubes can, hopefully, be
d1sn:·garded. This 1s the only alternative here.
Up to tht~ 70 ern point, meaningful results are obtainable, as they are
gtven bekw. StliJ, there are certain numerical difficulties that present themselves.
The most important of these is that the rnatri)!: M can be quite ill conditioned. To see
the reac,cn for thts we consider the function IVo (4.2) and note that its values run
between 187.06 and 0 as x ranges from 0 to 73.45. These values const1tutE- the first
column cf M. On the other hand, the function (4.4) which simulates the fundamental
smgularity is usuaJJy a very smaJJ number o(lo- 8 ). To bring it into line with the \!Jo
values, 1t ha~. to be multiplied by a scale factor c, the strength of the pole, whtch is
quite large; we have found c ::: 10 5 is satisfactory, but even at that, the smalle!>t
eJerm nh of M <JH' 0( 10- 2 ). The s1gnificant term in (4.4) is the factor of the
num~ro.lor: (x - E, )z + (y - n )2 wh1ch tends to zero if (t,;, n) are chosen dose to the
boundary of the region, as we WiSh to take them. Suppose that we take (x, y} on the
bOlll1dary and (x - :0 =0(1 0'" 3 ) and (y - n) = O(l o- 3); then th1s factor is O(l o- 6 ) and the
In of the argument is 0(-13), which when multiplied by c :: 10 5 raises the Wj 's to
values 0(10). Thus, the matrix has elements running the entire gamut of values 0(106 )
2
to O(J 0- ), pushing the ability of a ten significant digit machine to retain significance.
In our ~ucc.b~ful result the range is anywhere between 627475 to .036566. The largest
elen•t-nts appear on the principal diagonal of M, a most desirable condition, in fact, in
relatwn to the Gaussian elimination technique being used. In our unsuccessful cases,
the range considerably exceeded th1s and the computations simply ran out of the
machine, giving spurious results degenerating to computational rubbish. We found the
conditwn was best controJled by keeping the t,; j values of the poles slightly smaller
than the corresponding x j values (j i;: 1) in the coefficient~ of (5.1 ), the difference
being (xj - E,;j) = .000001 when the poles border DE and .01 when t~ey border CO. The
1mportant cond1t10n that all elements of M should be positive and mcely scaled w1thm
the range of the machine is then fulfilled and the solution vector has all positive
elements, as well. We note that physically one would not wish to introduce sinks as
weJl as sources together along the boundary and would not wish to have one source
incomparably large or small among the rest.
It is desirable to keep the dimensions of M as small as possible, for
computational error inevitably creeps into the solution of any large system of
simultaneous linear equations.
Along the boundary BC where the fluid flows, we did not introduce any
poles, simply aJlowing the solution to determine the conditions there, as has been
mentioned aJready above. Along this part of the contour the function w0 has a
maximum value of .09, so that the solution is determined almost entirely by the \jJ · 's
(j ~. 1). We append a table of the values of the solution as computed, comparing t~ern
with the Jmear condition which the supposition of constancy of flow would demand.
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X

y

74.21750
74.23075
74.24400
74.25725
74.27050
74.2837 5
74.29700
7 4.31025
74.32350
74.35000

.4944967
.4715470
.4485997
.4256477
.4026980
.3797484
.3567987
.3338490
.3108993
.2650000

'

184.82426
132.62757
102.89763
80.95687
63.00524
47.79671
34.79074
23.69094
14.29592

o.o

Linear
Values
184.82426
164.28820
143.75220
123.21617
102.680 J 4
82.14412
61.60809
41.07206
20.53603
0.0

Values of computed "' on BC
Compared to prescribed condition of linearity
It

I'>

tc• be ob~erved that the value~ of the !,Olu1ton run under tht~ hrwarly Interpolated

value~

wluch were ba~ed on trying to adhere as best one might to Ftzeau's assumptton
that the fluid speed was constant everywhere. This conjecture was simply false and it
IS vt•n well known hydrodynamicaJJy that the velocity of fJuid flows increases around
a sharp corner such as D and is necessarily higher there than in the adjacent region.
Th1s Implies that it will remain higher along the edge DC than it is nearer the mtddle
of the pipe or near B. This is reflected in our solution in a~las beirg greater near C
than B. We feel our computed results are mort• natural physicaJJy than ts the condition
aljJ.hs equal to a constant which F1zeau demands of us we should believt'. One could, of
course, met•t the prescribed condttion here, for there is always a potent1al for any set
of c ontmuous boundary values that may bt- given, simply by introducing further
quadripoles along BC but we increase the dimensions of M and generate a conditton
that 1s unnatural in the author's opinion. The largest deviation from the prescribed
condit10ns is here, and the author does not feel it is meaningful.
Along OA and AB the boundary conditions are precisely rr.et due to the
properties of the quadripole functions. Along OE the linearity of the of the boundary
conditions was retained to five places of decimals. Along ED the match at the points
(x;, Yj) :: (7.382j, .265) (j = 0, 10) was exact and equalled 187.06.
Along CD there were some minor discrepancies as indicated m the
followmg table of values:
X

73.8995
73.9790
74.0585
74.1380
74.2175

y
.31089
.35680
.40270
.48860
.49945

•

186.86836
187.74839
186.58117
186.26754
184.82426

Values of 111 found along CD
The errors here are computational and are due to the corresponding rows· of M being
the last five reduced in the Gaussian elimination process.
The author is satisfied that a satisfactory approximation to a solution of
the problem has been obtained.
8. Evaluation Of The Axial Flow Velocity.
We come now to the main purpose of th1s undertaking whtch has been to
deternune if Ftzeau's guess that the flows in h1s tubes are con~tant in velocity, was
correct or not, despite hts having bJocked their ends wtth the glass viewing plate. We
are unconcerned about the assumption elsewhere than along the1r rndin axt-s, as that is
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the only plan· where the 1nteraction between the flowing watt:r and the light carried
by Jt ou.:urred.
In accordance WJth formulae (6.1, .2, .3) the axial component of flow is:
v8

x

~ v 8 x(x)

N

= -aoa~o- I 1

ay

aja~j

(8.1)

ay

The results were computed up to the point x = 66.915, past which the numerical
procedure became unreJiableo for the reasons already discussed above.
It is seen that the conjecture of Fizeau was utterly false.
In an accompanying column of the table are computed the theoretical
flow rates for the flow between two infinite plates, namely those obtained from the
potential function:
~

= -3.341139x10~cosh(.021127052

~

ax I y=O

y)sin(.021127052 x)

(8.2)

= -3.341139xlC 10 x.021127052cos(.021127052 x)

(8.3)

= -wo' (x)
X

0.0
7.435
14.87
22.305
29.74
37.17}
44.61
52.045
59.48
66.915
74.35

+~'(x)

705.883116
699.823100
680.706823
646.772090
597.022277
531.838332
452.716928
361.833413
261.727329
155.125741
0.0

+~o'(x)

705.88203
697.19244
671.33466
628.94640
521.07139
499.13470
414.90768
320.46420
218.12993
J 10.42450

o.o

Computed Values Of The Axial Flow Component
It 1s seen that the axial flow component conforms fairly well to the weU
known, analytiCally deter mined, flow rates between two unbounded plates. The only
surprise for the author is that there is as much difference as there appear~ to be. The
velocities are indeed a little greater, at most 6.5%. The important conclusion is,
however, that they do not even resemble the uniform 705.9 values wh1ch Ftzeau has
erroneously assumed. The mean velocity is
Vax

= 463.04083

(8.4)

whiCh is 28% Jess than the figure Fizeau employed. The mean axial component for
is 32.2% Jess than the figure he used.
The errors are substantial and cannot be neglected.

~o'

9. Comments On Fizeau's Conclusions.

Fizeau reported the results of J 9 observations aU made at the velocity
of 705.9 cm/!:teC and he mentioned that he had made some observations at speeds of
551.5 and 370 em/sec but failed to give any data in the latter cases. The fringe
displacements were between extreme limits ot .307 and .171, with a mean value of
.23026 frmge.
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u~ing hts own calculations, which were based on the false assumption of
constancy of flow, he first purported to have demon~trated that if light were totally
convected, i.e., if the formula V = c/n + v applied instead of (1.1), the fringe
displacement should be as great as 0.4597 fringe. In h1s formula, the velocity of the
medium appears as a simple factor in the numerator, so that we can correct it easily,
replacing the maximum flow veloc1ty with the more accurate average value (8.4)
according to:

(9.1)
0.0497x463.04083 = 0.302
705.9
whKh, it 1s seen, falJs into the range of the observed data at the h1gh end. It is to be
contpared to the mean of 0.23016 and the upper extreme of 0.307.
When the sante f>~ential correction is applied to his determination of
0.2022 fringe, based on the Defresnel formula (1.1), we find this has to be replaced
with
0.2022x463.04083 = 0.133
70). 9

(9.2)

which now falls well below the range of the data. It is to be compared to the mean
0.23016 and the lower extreme of 0.171. It is 42% in default of the meoc and 22% of
the lower extreme.
Even if the correction factor of 1.15 is applied to ir,crease the axial flow
rate, one then obtains 0.152 fringe, still below the minimal observational limit and
34% m default of the mean.
In sum, the Defresnel formula (l.l) was not only unverified by Fizeau,
but by h1s own criteria, it was actually demonstrated to have been a f<:dsf• hypothesis.
The discrepanc1es are too large to leave room for any doubt that the hypothesis and
the experimental findings were at variance.
10. The Michelson c!c Morley Redo.
In 1886 Michelson and Morley [2] redid the F1zeau experiment with little
modification of principle but an improvement of technique. In the introduction to their
paper they mentioned several objections taken to Fizeau's earlier endeavour, the
fourth of these being significant to us, which we quote verbatim:
tvr.m-~

en

The. max-Unum velocity (at the. ce.ntvt on the tube.) -6hou.fd be. 6ound -<.n
the. mean velocity. (Fizeau con6u-6e.dl.y but gue.-6-6e.-6 at :th.i-6 1tat-io.)

Having acknowledged this error they then went ahead and repeated it.

The. veloc-ity on the wate.Jt .in the. tube.-6 wa-6 nound by not-ing :the
time Jtequilte.d to nUl a me.a-6uJte.d volume. in the. :tank kntc whklz they dumped :the
wateA af;teA a. had tltave.Med the. tu.buJ and multiplying by the Jtat-io on aJtea-6 on
ta.nk and tube. .
No allowance whatever was made for variations in the speed of flow along the ax•~ of
the pipes whiCh again was guessed to be constant over their entire length between the
again blocking viewing ports.
There was an important modification made in the design of the
experiment compared to Fizeau's. The water was first made to flow in one direction
through the pipes and the displacement of the fringes that resulted was then used as
the null setting for the reference point of the fringes. Then the direction of flow was
reversed and the total displacement recorded. In effect this amounts to doub11ng the
flow velocity. We reproduce the pertinent description here directly from the
experimental report.

Tbelianal being &iven 'be oanrens wu surned oo, and she
micrometer lia• let, ODe OD each of die 'wo dark bands oa
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either side of' the central bright fringe, and the readi~ DOtaL
The dift"erence between them gave the width of t.he fringe, ud
&heir m•a, lhe ~t.ion of the center of the central white friap.
This being verified the signal was given to reverse ~e Clllftll';
when tbe frin~es were displaced, and the same measurements
uak:eo ; and thlB wu continued t.iU the water was all out of the
upper tank. Following is a specimen of one auch aet of observationa.

No. dS.

Direction of current,
~i.crometer wire,

L

+

11
13
lO

ll eaus __ - - - - •. - • - - - - - - - - •

...

I.

r•

84
36

80
71

40

'lll

''
H

88

80

13

38

87

14

40
86

66

8t

10

61

N

n·s

3'1•0

69•15

81"0

The t eason for this modification was based m a correction of one of the
objections thdt wa5 made by somt~one to the design of Fizeau's original ex(>f'riment.
This required that a factor of 2 would ha\le to be introduced appropriately into the
analysis. Such a factcr of 2 was indeed introduced in a somewhat unclear way, the
meaning of it being interpretable as this necessary correction, or as an equafJy
necessary doubling of the length of the pipes due to the light path progressing through
two pipes. The distinguished experimentalists seem to have become confused and
introduced the factor of 2 only once, rather than twice as they should have, as a
factor of 4 ir.stead; the confusion being increased by the presence of still a th1rd
essential factcr of 2 which appeared already from the reduction of the difference: 1/(u
- -8-x) - 1/(u + -8-x). It was an arithmetical bungle of a rather obvious sort once it ha~
been pointed out, which has been done already by W. Kantor [6.]. We give here a
reproduction of the pertinent portions of the original paper together with one of
Kantor's explanation of it - slightly different from that given by ourself above, h1s
beir.g pertinent to h1s notions of relativistic motion. The difference is merely due to
looking at the rr~dtter in a different light and we fully agree that his conclusion is
correct, the exlanation being six-of-one as compared to half-a-dozen of the ~arne
thmg.

Form via.
Let l be the length of the part of the liquid column whicla il in
motioa.
It = velocity of light in the stationary liqoid.
v = ,·elocity of li_ght in vacuo.
fJ velocity of the liquid io the axis of tube.
tJx = acceleration of the lighL

=

The ditference in the time required for the ~wo penD of

light \o paaa through the liquid will be u~tl:- v+'ii=~
very nearly. If J ia lhe double distance traveled in this time
in air, in terms of A. the wave-leogth, then
.,..z
l.e
A --x;- whence :e = 4ln.'(J &.
l. was taken aa '()()()51 em.
80000000000 em.
n' =
t·i8.
The length l was obtained as follows : The streant entered
each tube bl' two tubes a, b (figs. 1, 2) and left by two similar
ones d, c. The beginning of the column was tabn aa the i•

=
"=
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tersection, o, of the axes of a and b, and tbe end, as tbe inter·
section, o', of the axes of d and c. Thus l=oo'. .J is found
by observing the displacement of the fringes; since n displace·
ment of one whole fringe corresponds to a difference of path of
one whole wave-length.
Ohsert·ations of tlu douhle displacement .d.

=

lat SerieL

1 3·022 wetets.
8=S·i2 meter3 per second.

A =double uisplacemeot:

i<'

=weight of obsllrfatioo .

.~Jo

U'.

.l.

U',

·~.

·5:!9

06

·au;

!L'•

·521

o·s

.l.

1·9

•508

1•6

·[)};)

•9

·4;.&

2•0

•525

2•i

·504
·4;3
'557
·425
·iiGO

1·1
1·4
...
·6
:t·S

·aiJ

·6
2·1
•6
1'7
1·2

·5-t-t

·t

·o~

·JOS
·531
·500
·-liS
·-t99
·!laS

1·4

·a3s
•57i
·.a64
·515
·460

·521
·5 i5

·1
•)

'510
•f\04

·5
•5

·i»C9
'4i0

·-!SO
·493
'348
·399
·4.82
·4i2
·490

.l.

lO.

•840

4•6

·ti:{3
·SiG

)•)
'f·J

2d Series. l
w.
•891
1•1
·S!Iil
2"5
•852
11•1
·S63
)·5
·843
1·1

·9a6

3·6

·s2o

.l.

w.

·'l$9
·780

4'9
3·6

<l.
·G40

<l.

3"

=t.i'l

~I, 8

·s
5
·6
1·0
·-&
2·0
2'1

w.

·626

11·9

·S

1o·s
2·8
5·i
2·1
2·0
·II

=i ·65 .

~-

w.

•909
·899
·832
·837
·848

1•0
1·1
~·3

·sn

H

2•1
1'9

3d Series. /=6·151, 11::~:5·6i.
~w.
~w.

4'4

2·5

·~36

J·l

w.

A.
•882
·908
'9ti5
•967

6•6
6·9
2•0
3 •3

.1.
·619

6·6

w.

If these results be reduced to wbat they would be if the tube
were 1018 long and the ,·elocity 118 per second, they would be
as follows:
~eries.

-1.

1
2
3

'1868
'1838
'1800

The final weight:·i value of J for all observations is J= ·1840.
From this, by substitution in the fcrmula, we get
x
n'-1

= •434 with a

1-1ossibl~ el'I'OI'

of ±'02.

-,- =·437.
11

From [6], we quote:
let ~ reprrscnl lht lt'nJ!.th of
one tuhe of Onwin~ w;~lrr. The
transit limt' nf lil!ht thtouJ!.h hnth
tubes goin~ with the watrr current will, according to
lw

and the time

gtlin~

(~a)

he J.!ivrn

h~

=2 f l(c/11 + v( I - u·2 )J .

against the current will he

'a =HI fc/'' - v( I - ,.2 )J.
The phase difft'rCill'C {)in terms of the wavelen~th ~ is then J!.iven to first·
order as
(Ja)

and the rclativr diffrrcnce when the water current is reversrd is 2h

or~:

(.1hJ
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The corrC!Ifllllhlinl! exacl formula Cnr lhe classical addition cxprcS!Iaon
(:!h) is •\_1 =4/JVII 1 /ACI- 11 1 11"). so lhal,lo firsl-ctr~r.L\d =KIJVu 1 /A.
The Midacl'inn aatAl Mnrlcy report daiminB to vtrify the FreSMI
cocffic:icnt w;as ha~d on an error of using (Ja) rather thau the cnnect
fnu,llll.t C3hl. ~·• lhal thrir fi.'SIIIIc; :m• illl'llHl'd hy :1 f;tdur llt"lwt• J"lu·
mislakt•

\\;1\

nnl~· 1111•'
f\\'lft'

•lm• lu an

••vw~tJ!Ill 111 :1

,·uml'lll:tlinn nsiur lh\'

k1wth

nf

flll1l' nf lhl' flnwill)! wall'f rallll.'r lhall Ill\.' o•nl'rl \alue t•l

lhl' kll!~lh !.11 IWil lllhl'S.
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error plays total hob with the conclusion arrived at, wh1ch,
somehow or another after an appropriate weighting of observations, is in substantially
perft:>ct agreement (x =- .434 ± .02, compared to n 2 - 1)/n 2 = .437) with the DeFrt:>sneJ
formula, while incorporating the error in the derivation into that resuJt. When the error
has been corrected, of course, the agreement is no longer perfect or anything near it.
Consequentl)' we must conclude that, in fact, the DeFre-snel relationship was far from
verified. Indeed, it is entirel) discredited and by a vast margir of disagreen.ent, too.
It is hard to reconstruct just what formula Michelson and Morley might
have venfied and whether tht~ was actuaJJy V = c/n + v, or not. We have no real
knowledge of wh<tt the flow veJocitie5 were in their apparatus. They were certain!)
not the constant fJow rates they assumed, as Fizeau had done. The present author has
mo:td(· no atten•pt to determint~ the flow rates for the Michelson-Morley apporatus as
it i~ a pointle~s endeavour, nothing of any certainty ensuing from it except what is
aJready known:- Light is qualitatively convected by moving media and not according
to the Defrt•snt>l relationshtp. The only reasonable thmg to do here is to scrap th1s
whole mess and ~tart afre5h with sornethmg that is a properJy designed experime11t, a
simple and rt·al te!>t, the unequivocal results of which can be relied upon as indicative
of the quantitattve effect of convection of light by moving transmitting media. Better
it is to discard a sow's ear than try to stitch it into the proverbial silk purse.
The experiment has to be redone with a firmer awareness, ab imtio, of
what i~ velocit), in particular of a moving medium, what the meaning of the word
'movingt is to start with, and what is intended by the term 'uniform' motion and
'inertial' rt•fert-nc:e frame.
11. A Ccitique Of The Fizeau Experiment.
Expt'"flmt:>nt~
mvolving the interaction between hght and movmg,
transnuttmg rnedtum fall generally into two categories, frequently refe-rred to as
'ope-n' and 'dc~ed' expe-riments. The terms probably go back to GaliJeo who discovere-d
that sound w..we~ m the cabm of a moving shtp had a different velocity of propagation
than the)' had on the deck. The reason, of course, was that in the first 'closed'
experiment, the wr carrying the sound vibrations accompanied the source and receiver
in the cabm; while on the deck, in the 'open' experiment, it flowed freely between the
two carrymg the sound waves with it.
F1zeau's experiment was of 'open' type, for the light source and
interferometc;·r were fixed in the laboratory while the water moved between them at
velocity 705.9 em/sec. Even at that, it was not a pure open experiment for the water
did not move at uniform velocity between, as, presumably, the flowing air did acrpss
the ship's deck. It was assumed to be doing so, but it was not, as we have just seen.
We may summarize the objections to the logic behind Fizeau's
experiment as follows:

(l) The fluid in his apparatus was not unaccelerated, as he assumed.
(2) It did not move as a rigid unit whole between the two blocked ends of the tubes.
(3) It wa~ an open experiment and not a closed, with no reaJ knowledge of what the

actual velocitte-s were of the transmitting medium between the fixed source and
receiver.
(4) Hi~ amtly~1~ Wd~ pertir.ent to a closed experiment and not to an open one.
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(5) No allowance was n1dde for the d1spersionary effect due to the Doppler shtfting of

wave-lengths from the statiC stg.te of the mediurr. at the faces of hts glass plates, to
its maximurn vt•locity of 705.9 ern/sec. We observe that the p1tch of the sound heard
on deck of the ntoving sh1p is diffen·rt fron. that heard in the cabin, even Jf the same
pitchpipe is used.
(6) No correctwn for the effect1ve reduction 1n the length of the light path was made,
due to the viE'Wing ports being fixed. To illustrate th1s point, suppose tbe fluid water
colt.1mn wen: replaced with a rigid glass rod. As the light enters at one end A, whtle it
is in transit towards the bench mark B, the end of the rod moves past B, so that the
actual length L = B - A is rt·duced to an effective length L - !!. where !!. = 6t.v, where
t.t is the time n·quired for the light to traverse the effective length.
(7) No part of F12.eau's analysis discussed the effects on the velocity of light by an
ac.celerating or decelerating medium. None is indicated in the formula of DeFresnel
and no implication is intended to be given by it for the effect by media not moving
umforrnly. It is entirely probable that media in a state of non-uniform ruotion have an
effect m some way analogous to what inertia has mechanicaJly. We know the water in
F1zeau's pipes was accelerated or decelerated in its velocity but no consideratwn was
given to what might be the consequence of this, as it was simpJy assumed it was
moving uniformly.
In redesigning some experiment to replace F1zeau's whKh would yield
reliable conclusions, the booby traps into wh1ch he fell should be avoided fron. the
outset. Most of these arE' inherent in an open experiment and scarcely to be got
round. When we speak of velocity in relation to convective drag of hght by moving
media, one must be clear what thts mean5. In DeFresnel's context, it was m respect
to the statK aether; in the relativistic context, it is specif1cally in rt~spect to an
ob!'>ervt:·r. In F1:zeau's experiment is wa~ in respect to the foundat1ons of the building
housing h1s apparatus. In the context of inertial mechanics, it is in respect to any coordinate frame designated inertial; that is to say, one in which a freely movmg body,
unaffected by external cause has constant velocity.
We observe, once again, that (1.1) was origir.ally stated in respect to
the aet~er; that is, V, c and v are relative to it and to that preferred framt', only. If
some otr.er frame is introduced, even one moving at constant velocity u with respect
to that sarr:e preferred frame, then (1.1) becomes:

(V- a)

= c-

a+ (I - n- 2 )(v- a)

(11.1)

n

or

V=c
n

+ (

1 - n- 2 )v

+ [

1 - .!_ - ( 1 - n- 2 ) ]a

(11.2)

n

whiCh is identical to (11.1) for all n if and only if a = 0. Since DeFresnel's time, the
ancient aether principle has evaporated. There is no such preferred rest frame and in
any laboratory moving inertially the experiment of Fizeau can be performed in a one
way fash10n measuring V, c and v in that frame, and the same physical resuJt ensues.
There is a tremendous implication here: (11.1) is aphysical in view of (11.2) and that is
the end of it.
What is needed then, is a closed type of experiment that 'tesh the
formula. The Michelson-Morley experiment to determine the motion of the Earth
through the aether fits the bill. One needs, however, to replace the air light path of
the original experiment with some medium of high refractive index, say water, noting
that in the direction of the Earth's equatorial, or orbital, velocity the time of transit
of that medium in the east-west direction will differ enormously from that in the
north-south direction if (1.1) were a correct formula. Then fring(" displacements must
occur. If they do not, (1.1) was false.
Let us, in any event, avoid any further reliance on conclusions drawn
frcm' open experiments unless, at least, the velocity of motion of the tran~mitting
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medium is (o.) known; (b) unaccelerated, and (c) referenced to some properly defined
rest fri:ln•e that mety be supposed at least a close approximation to what is understood
by the term inertial. When sur{~ foundation has been placed beneath experimentation in
the initial stages of it, the experimental evidence gained from the expenditure of so
much effort wtJI be much sounder and something more reliable to build theories upon
than this experiment of F1zeau's has been.
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